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I’m referring to a superimposition of strata in which different techniques of producing and managing life are interlacing and overlapping. The pharmacopornographic body
is not passive living matter but a techno-organic interface,
a technoliving system segmented and territorialized by
different (textual, data-processing, biochemical) political
technologies.

Let us examine, for example, the displacement of production of body hair from the disciplinary sex regime to the
gender pharmacopornographic regime. In the sexodisciplinary system of the nineteenth century, the “bearded
lady” was considered to be a monstrous abnormality, and
her body was becoming visible within the spectacularized
framework of circuses and freak shows. In the pharmacopornographic regime, “hirsutism” has become a clinical
condition, making women potential clients of the medical
system and consumers of manufactured molecules (specifically, Androcur, which is administered to neutralize
testosterone production, but also insulin regulators), the
purpose of which is not hormonal, but political, normalization. After 1961, hirsutism was measured by the FerrimanGallwey scale, which examines nineteen body areas (from
sideburns to toes) to assess normal hair growth.21 The
Ferriman-Gallwey score establishes a correlation between
21. David Ferriman and J.D. Gallwey, “Clinical Assessment of Body Hair Growth in
Women,” Journal of Clinical Endocrinology 21, no. 11 (November 1961): 1440–7.
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gender, ethnicity, and hair; for example, in a Caucasian
woman a score of eight is regarded as indicative of androgen excess whereas in East Asian and Native American
women a much lower score reveals hirsutism. According
to the same clinical method, Ashkenazi Jews and Hispanic
women are “high-risk ethnic groups.”22 Hirsutism becomes
here a method to clinically assess race as much as gender.
Biopolitical loop: femininity-body-hair-visibility, circushirsutism-Androcur-race-cosmetic-treatment-invisibilityfemininity. Different “techniques of the body”23 and visual
frameworks produce different somato-political living fictions: formerly exhibited in the circus, the racialized pharmacopornographic hirsute body becomes the object of the
plastic surgery clinic and the beauty salon and their techniques of hormonal regulation and electrolysis.
In the changing definitions of gender, there is no succession of models (sovereign, disciplinary, and pharmacopornographic) about to be supplanted historically by others, or
any ruptures or radical discontinuities, but rather an interconnected simultaneity, a transversal effect of multiple
somato-political models that compose and implement subjectivity according to various intensities, different indexes
of penetration, and different degrees of efficiency.

22. Daniel A. Dumesic and Lauri A. Pasch, “Hirsutism: Bother or Burden? Developing
a patient-centered management approach,” Sexuality, Reproduction & Menopause 9, no. 3
(August 2011): 14.
23. Marcel Mauss, “Techniques du corps,” in Sociologie et anthropologie (Paris: PUF, 2001).
This article was originally published in Journal de Psychologie, 32, no. 3–4 (15 mars–15 avril,
1936). Paper presented at the Société de Psychologie on May 17, 1934.
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If this is not the case, then how to explain the fact that,
at the beginning of the twenty-first century, rhinoplasty is
considered plastic surgery whereas vaginoplasty (the surgical construction of a vagina) and phalloplasty (the surgical
construction of a penis) are considered sex change operations?24 One could say that two clearly distinct regimes
of power-knowledge traverse the body and that they construct the nose and the genitals according to different
somato-political technologies. Whereas the nose is regulated by a pharmacopornographic power in which an organ
is considered to be private property and merchandise, the
genitals are still imprisoned in a premodern, sovereign, and
nearly theocratic power regime that considers them to be
the property of the state and dependent on unchanging
transcendental law. But in the pharmacopornographic society, a conflicting multiplicity of power-knowledge regimes
is operating simultaneously on different organs, tearing the
body apart. We are not bodies without organs, but rather
an array of heterogeneous organs unable to be gathered
under the same skin. Those who survive the mutation that
is happening will see their bodies moving into a new semiotechnical system and will witness the proliferation of new
organs; in other words, they’ll cease to be the bodies that
they were before.
When it comes to such transformations of the living
body, the outlines of the problem become clearer. Pharma24. See Dean Spade, “Mutilating Gender,” in The Transgender Studies Reader eds. Susan
Stryker and Stephen Whittle (New York: Routledge, 2006), 315–52.
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copornographic gender is neither metaphor nor ideology;
it can’t be reduced to a performance: it is a form of political
technoecology. The certainty of being a man or a woman
is a somato-political biofiction produced by a collection of
body technologies, pharmacologic and audiovisual techniques that determine and define the scope of our somatic
potentialities and function like prostheses of subjectification. Gender is an operational program capable of triggering a proliferation of sensory perceptions under the form of
affects, desires, actions, beliefs, and identities. One of the
characteristic results of such a technology of gender is the
production of inner knowledge about oneself, with a sense
of a sexual self that appears to be an emotional reality that
is evident to consciousness. “I am a man,” “I am a woman,”
“I am heterosexual,” “I am homosexual,” “I am transsexual”:
these are units of specific knowledge about oneself, hard
biopolitical nuclei around which it’s possible to assemble an
entire collection of discourses and performative practices.
We could call the “programming of gender” a psychopolitical neoliberal modeling of subjectivity that potentiates the production of subjects that think of themselves
and behave like individual bodies, aware of themselves
as private organic spaces and biological properties with
fixed identities of gender and sexuality. The prevailing
programming of gender operates with the following premise: an individual = a healthy body = a sex = a gender = a
sexuality = a private property. But constructing gender,
as Butler has argued, always amounts to taking the risk
of dismantling it. Producing gender implies a collection of
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strategies of naturalization/denaturalization and identification/disidentification. Drag king devices and hormonal
self-experimentation are only two of these derailment
strategies.
Within the pharmacopornographic regime, gender is
constructed in industrial networks of biopolitical materialization; it is reproduced and reinforced socially by its
transformation into entertainment, moving images, digital
data, pharmacological molecules, cybercodes. Pharmacopornographic female or male gender exists before a public
audience, as a somato-discursive construction of a collective nature, facing a scientific community or a network.
Technogender is a public, scientific, community network
biocode.

Ocytocin, serotonin, codeine, cortisone, the estrogens,
omeprazole, testosterone, and so on, correspond to the
group of molecules currently available for the manufacturing of subjectivity and its affects. We are technobiopolitically equipped to screw, reproduce the National Body,
and consume. We live under the control of molecular technologies, hormonal straitjackets intended to maintain
biopower: hyperestrogened bodies–rape–testosterone–
love–pregnancy–sex drives–abjection–ejaculation. And the
state draws its pleasure from the production and control of
our pornogore subjectivity.
The objective of these pharmacopornographic technologies is the production of a living political prosthesis: a body
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that is compliant enough to put its potentia gaudendi, its
total and abstract capacity for creating pleasure, at the service of the production of capital and the reproduction of the
species. Outside such somato-political ecology of “sperm
and egg carriers,” there are neither men nor women, just as
there is neither heterosexuality nor homosexuality, neither
ableness nor disability.

Our contemporary societies are gigantic sexopolitical laboratories where the genders are produced. The body—each
and every one of our bodies—is the invaluable enclave
where transactions of power are ceaselessly carried out.
My body = the multitude’s body. Postwar white men and
women are biotechnological beings belonging to the sexopolitical regime, whose goal is the production, reproduction, and colonial expansion of heterosexual human life on
the planet.
Beginning in the 1940s, the new biopolitical ideals of
masculinity and femininity were created under laboratory
conditions. These artifacts (us) can’t exist in a pure state,
but only within our enclosed sexual technoecosystems. In
our role as sexual subjects, we’re inhabiting biocapitalist
amusement parks. We are men and women of the laboratory, effects of a kind of politicoscientific bio-Platonism.
We are strange biopolitical fictions because we are alive: we
are simultaneously the effect of the pharmacopornographic
power (biopower) regime and the potential for its defeat
(bioempowerment).

